
DANCE
It doesn't really matter what city it was. It was Seattle, perhaps, or Phoenix; maybe Chicago or

Atlanta or Miami; or, yes, even New York. It was large, whatever name it went by, as was the plaza at the
feet of the high-rise office buildings in the midst of that city – although the sculptures, the fountain, and
the potted trees tried to impose intimacy on it. Theirs was a gentle, touching failure, with a certain beauty
of its own not completely lost on those entombed in the surrounding buildings. On nice days they would
come forth, their computer-paper winding sheets laid neatly on their desks, carrying their lunches and
their hungers, to borrow what life they could from the plaza.

The plaza attracted the crowds, and both attracted the street entertainers to delight those who had
already  suffered  four  hours  of  their  own entertainment  and  were  confronting  the  bleak  landscape  of
another four. Sometimes a street theater staged a scene or two; sometimes a juggler whirled odds and ends
borrowed from purses and pockets; sometimes mimes in white, startled faces told silent stories; and once a
poet cried love and death and the ozone layer in free verse from the depths of his soul and the base of a
squat, ugly metal Picasso. But it was mostly musicians who threaded the urban canyons and the traffic to
this concrete stage: A solitary saxophonist standing beneath a drooping sycamore, translating its pathos
into sighs and sobs of melody; a string quartet from a nearby conservatory, slipping in a little Bartók and
Mozart between the egg salad sandwiches; a group of 19- and 20-year-olds, feeling the pressure of age as
they sought the Big Break, and still trying to decide whether to play classic rock or hip-hop; all these and
more came with their own hungers for expression and recognition and whatever spare change might float
their way.

One particularly fine fall day, when the cool breeze had blown the haze and smog to the west and
allowed the warm sun to shine through unfiltered, the pale, noontime crowd found a percussion ensemble
already playing by the fountain when they emerged. The variety of performers – young, old, black, white,
brown,  male,  female  –  was  matched  by  the  variety  of  their  instruments.  A  few  were  immediately
recognizable – the congas, and the tambourines, the claves and maracas and chimes; others, such as the
steel drums or the small gamelan, were identifiable only by some. But many were known only to those who
had studied the smaller cultures of South America or Jamaica or Africa or Indonesia.  The rhythms and
permutations had seen other suns as well, and the snatches of melody were as exotic as the instruments
from which they emerged. And all was played against the visual and aural backdrop of the fountain, the hiss
of the water weaving into the tapestry of the music, the flashing droplets merging with the flicker of brass
and copper and steel, until the audience stood swaying almost imperceptibly and chewing in time to the
mesmerizing pulse.

The young man standing atop the low, Miró mosaic-tiled wall was, at first, unnoticed. No one had
marked his arrival, although he certainly had not been there when they had first gathered. But now, heads
and eyes were turning from the percussionists to the figure beyond the fringe of the crowd, drawn by the
electricity of his immobility. He stood, but not at rest. He crouched slightly, his knees bent, one foot a little
ahead of the other. His black pants stretched tight across his thickly muscled thighs. His long-sleeved, black
shirt clung to his wiry, tightly muscled torso. His arms hung by his sides, but not at ease – they were held a
little away from his body, the hands curled into loose claws, one held an inch or two higher than the other.
His gaunt, expressionless face was clean-shaven, his blue-black hair moderately short and brushed back.
The shadows between his high, sharp cheekbones and his deep-set black eyes could have been artificially
applied, but weren't. Against all this darkness, his pale skin gleamed like the midnight moon.

He stood as if a part of the mosaic wall and the sculptures, unblinking, his gaze fixed somewhere
above the crowd, until the percussionists paused. Not so much a pause, actually; it was a gasp, a startled
break  in  the  rhythm,  but  not  in  the  sound.  From  somewhere  among  the  musicians  rose  a  piercing,
bloodless, wordless cry. It sliced through the clatter of echoed percussion and splatter of falling water,
seizing the breath from the jaws of the listeners, snapping their heads around. But before anyone could
focus on those by the fountain, even as their heads were twisting to the front, a visual explosion pulled
their eyes back to the mosaic. The black-clad figure leapt from the wall.

His feet were bare. Those closest to him could see them later as in a photograph, a frozen instant in
their memories. They were long and slender, incredibly delicate looking, yet with thick yellow calluses dark



against the blue-veined marble of  the upper skin.  They were beautiful,  and those who saw them most
clearly bit their lips as those beautiful feet struck the pavement. The crash of drums that accompanied the
meeting  of  flesh  and  concrete  made  the  watchers  wince  as  though  the  graceful  arches  and  ankles
themselves had shattered. Then the feet began moving in white, blurry streaks as the percussionists took
up the jungle rhythms again.


